Signode Service Maintenance Agreements
A Reputation for Superior Service

Signode Service Maintenance Agreements are designed to keep your equipment running at maximum efficiency to minimize the costly interruptions and downtime that may result from an unexpected equipment problem.

Service Maintenance Agreements include regularly scheduled visits from a trained Signode technician. Our technician performs a complete inspection and annual overhaul of your machine and makes any necessary adjustments or repairs.

Cost savings
Signode Service Maintenance Agreements may cover the cost of parts, labor and travel, which enables you to budget a fixed cost for service and parts over the life of the agreement. This also allows you to reduce the administrative expense of issuing service or replacement part orders.

Quality service
Signode has over 70 full-time, fully trained repair technicians with an average of 15 or more years of experience. In most cases, you’ll receive your regularly scheduled visits from the same technician, so you have the added value of someone that knows all about your operation, equipment and your service requirements.

Ensure productivity
Regular visits from your Signode technician can help identify issues with inline machines that may affect operation and overall productivity of Signode machines.

National service coverage

Key benefits
- Maximizes equipment performance and longevity
- Minimizes unscheduled maintenance interruptions and downtime
- Reduces investment on spare parts inventory
- Ensures a fixed cost for maintenance and repair
- Provides complete inspections and equipment repairs

Contact your local Signode service representative at 1-800-527-1499 to learn more about the benefits of a Service Maintenance Agreement and to set up a machine audit and analysis for your Signode equipment.

A dedication to customer satisfaction
Signode Service is dedicated to keeping our customers happy. From surveying the field to implementing new initiatives to address customer needs, we are committed to finding ways to exceed customer expectations.